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Introduction
Within this option, a significant number of candidates were able to achieve marks at Level 3 or
above in all assessment objectives, offering a considered analysis of the given source evidence,
focused towards the demands of the questions, allied to strong contextual understanding and
with effective deployment of well-selected own knowledge. It was pleasing to see that many of
the issues raised in previous sessions which had hampered candidate performance were reduced,
with skills in handling evidence generally being demonstrated in relation to the specific issues
raised. That said, certain common errors were apparent, in some cases, where candidates
appeared to be attempting to apply source skills in a manner not appropriate to the questions.
Therefore, this report attempts to set out certain areas in which future responses could be
improved, whilst also illustrating different levels of response across the various questions.

A questions
In January it was suggested that the most common reason for low performance in the part (a)
question was an inability to comprehend and interpret the source material effectively, and that,
more often than not, it stemmed from rushed and careless reading. Thankfully, fewer examples
of this issue were found this time around, although there is still a correlation between the
degree to which candidates examine the content of the sources, considering the detail within
in the context of both the attribution and the issues raised by the question, and the degree to
which the subtleties of the sources are explored towards a successful response. Together, the
sources offer a range of views, and the vast majority of candidates were adept at identifying and
developing from these. However, the evidence provided by individual sources often has certain
ambiguities which can be developed in different ways, and some otherwise sound responses fail
to consider this. The following reasons seem to account for some of these limitations:
1. Some responses took sources taken at face value, or seem to ignore the information given in
the source header.
2. Whilst most candidates seek to evaluate the sources, some tend towards generic or stock
responses which fail to really engage consideration of attribution with the specifics of what
the sources have to say. Although many candidates are able to draw upon taught approaches
to provenance, nature and the like, it is those who are able to balance this with independent
thought who tend to produce the strongest analysis.
3. Most candidates were able to cross-reference successfully. However, a significant minority of
candidates still conduct a sequenced trawl through the sources. Such responses thus focus too
heavily describing the sources and/or drawing inferences from them, resulting in a limited
summative comparison.
4. Some responses still tend to deal with reliability as a separate issue, either sequentially, or as
a comparison of the reliability of the three sources.
In the main, candidates seemed well prepared concerning the issue of the application of context
understanding for question A, an issue highlighted in January. Many candidates were able to
consider evidence in the light of historical context, using this to consider discrepancies between
sources or towards giving weight to the evidence. However, a small minority still seem to desire
to go beyond this, offering an explanation of the issues in the question in depth, with limited
reference to sources. Such responses at best became sidetracked, and in the more extreme
cases failed to address the demands of the question, which is the analysis, interpretation and
evaluation of evidence from the sources in order to reach a judgement.
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A small minority of candidates were hampered by time management issues, in terms of devoting
too long to the a) question at the expense of the subsequent question. This was often where
candidates had described the content of individual sources at length.

B questions
Candidates were, on the whole, focused on the question with many at least attempting analysis.
However some responses offered relevant and in many cases well detailed factual knowledge
that they did not always link to arguments in the given sources. The sources provide viewpoints
on issues or stated factors that candidates can utilise, offering an analysis of these drawing
on contextual knowledge. A number of candidates engaged with sources with clear conceptual
understanding but failed to support their answer with sufficient contextual detail. These
disappointingly relied on the sources too much, without showing their ability to balance the
presentation or argument, although this was not in itself a barrier to the higher levels. On the
other hand, a significant minority of responses were both well detailed and with a very secure
connection between own knowledge and the sources. The best candidates synthesised sources
and knowledge to develop a clear line of reasoning and to test the validity of the views provided
using their knowledge. Such answers were able to reach Level 4 in both assessment objectives by
offering a balanced analysis, integrating contextual knowledge with source material.
There was some overall improvement in candidates’ handling of evidence within the part b)
question, with greater focus towards the demands of AO2b. However, there is a still a minority
of candidates in attempting to address issues of the provenance and reliability of secondary
evidence in answers. Whilst reasoned and focused consideration of historiographical issues can
obviously play a role in the analysis and evaluation of the given views at the highest levels,
this at times tended towards doing so for the sake of it. Speculative comments regarding the
authorship of one source being twenty years after another, or assertions based on the title of the
book it is from does little to help candidates engage with the views and interpretations. At best
this means candidates are wasting time and at worst it became a substitute for valid argument
and analysis. Many students addressed the question as they might a part a), by simply analysing
the sources and commenting on the provenance. Stronger responses often clearly identified
the views within the given evidence as a starting point, analysing these through interrogation
and corroboration using their own knowledge, exploring the relationship between and relative
strengths of the different views, offering judgement on their overall strength and validity, or
aspects of these.
One further aspect in which candidates could develop their work is through considering the
specific demands of particular questions and what higher level analysis would be for these.
Where a question has essentially asked which is the most important factor in bringing about an
outcome, the majority of responses are well able to identify these from the sources and own
knowledge, offering a mainly focused response with some analysis. However, such as on the
A2 Bii) question on Elizabeth, fewer candidates offer real explicit awareness and development
recognising that factors are often interrelated. Similarly, many candidates reach Level 3 by
broadly examining success and failure on such questions, without weighing up the relative
merits in order to judge whether success outweighed failures. The given evidence often gives
consideration to these issues, either individually or as a set; whilst students are clearly free to
reach alternative judgements, students giving careful consideration to these in the first place are
more likely to achieve the highest levels in both assessment objectives.
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Question 1(a)
There were some very good responses to this question. Most candidates used the sources as a
set and, as a result, managed to highlight the similarities and differences in their assessment of
the significance of the rebellion in 1536. Many candidates developed points with detailed crossreferencing of the sources. Most were able to recognise clearly that both Sources 2 and 3 related
to different aspects of the Pilgrimage of Grace, and that on the face of it Source 1 suggest
other motives. A significant minority were able to develop inferences further, such as the extent
to which Source 1 alluded to involvement in rebellion, or applied reasoning in considering the
attribution, such as Fairfax’s motives in reporting to Cromwell. Such responses were clearly able
to reach well into level 3 or above. However, a small minority recognised issues of provenance,
but only offered rather speculative or sweeping judgements, such as Hall (source 1) could be
trusted because he was there, or, with perhaps an eye on contemporary events, that as an MP
he could not be trusted. Ultimately, higher level responses were aware of the need to arrive at
a judgement and made an attempt to weigh up the relative importance of the issues highlighted
within the sources. The very best employed the source attributions to assist in this evaluation,
going beyond simple assertions of bias.
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Examiner Comments
The script was awarded a level 4 for AO2a, and, whilst examples with greater depth of
development were found, clearly illustrates some of the key issues. The response clearly
sets out the overall relationship between the sources on the issue at hand. Direct and
developed comparisons are made between sources, drawing on inferential skills and
exploring the views in relation to the question. Attribution is taken into account and, whilst
at times this can be speculative, at best this is related to the specific evidence provided
and there is some attempt to use this to give weight to the views. The response ultimately
reaches a judgement on the extent of agreement, which is well focused and with reasoning
to support the conclusion that despite the misgivings that would be expected to be held
over Hall’s evidence, it nonetheless suggests deeper motives. Thus the candidate also shows
awareness of the chronological relationship between the given evidence.
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Question 1(b) (i)
Most candidates were clearly aware of the representations in the sources, as well as displaying
knowledge of the historical debate regarding Wolsey’s role in government. Responses were thus
often well focused. The best candidates used their knowledge to develop the debate, with
examples that were carefully selected. In a minority of cases candidates provided detailed
knowledge of events but did not relate them to the question whilst many candidates engaged
with the ambiguity offered within Source 6 to debate the issue at hand. A significant number of
candidates astutely raised and developed the extent to which the situation changed as Henry
grew older, whilst explicit distinctions were made over the nature of the power held by Wolsey
or Henry. For example, many recognised Wolsey’s authority over the legal system, although
few gave explicit consideration to the wider growth in such administration over this period. A
significant minority of candidates spent time examining issues outside of the stated date range
of 1515-25, whilst a small number focused predominantly on foreign policy. Many of the strongest
responses gave explicit consideration to the use of the word ‘wholly’ in the question, using this
to reach judgement on the extent to which power was surrendered.
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Examiner Comments
This script was awarded a level 2 in both assessment objectives. Whilst focused and
showing an understanding of both the question and views of the given evidence, the
response generally lacks sufficient development. Sources are used in a supportive manner,
and attempt to analyse the views contained within tend towards assertive and generalised
attempts to consider the provenance of both contemporary and secondary evidence. The
answer does maintain an overall focus on the question with some attempt at balance,
although application of contextual knowledge is thin and lacking in analytical development.
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Question 1(b) (ii)
Whilst this was a less popular choice with candidates than bi), the majority of those who did
respond produced answers of a good standard, with some excellent analysis. Some candidates
were clearly familiar with the term “nation state”, where as others made use of the source
material to develop the definition and relate it to their wider understanding of Cromwell’s
contribution to the process of the Reformation. A minority did focus more on the role of Thomas
Cromwell generally, whilst other factors considered in the shaping of the Reformation included
the rise of the Boleyn faction, the Great Matter, Cromwell’s own legal arguments, English
religious wealth, religious ideology and State supremacy. A minority of less successful responses
seemed to offer a biography of Cromwell or a narrative of the Reformation. Overall, the question
provoked the range of responses that would be expected. Responses which considered the
given representations and the basis for their arguments were best able to offer an analysis
which related this to other evidence towards reaching reasoned judgement, although a range of
approaches were used in order to achieve this.
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Examiner Comments
This script was awarded a level 4 for AO1 and level 3 for AO2b. There is a clear focus
throughout on the claim in the question and a good range of accurate and relevant own
knowledge is deployed to support the analysis. The sources are used to identify issues
relevant to the enquiry, and these issues are then weighed up in the light of the evidence
of the other sources and the candidate’s contextual knowledge. Thus, after an opening
paragraph in which the basic debate is outlined, the candidate uses Source 7 to enter into
an analysis of the stated issue in the question. The candidate continues in the same manner
for much of the rest of the script. However, at times the sources are used for support only
or are less well integrated, and thus the response could do more to explicitly evaluate the
views in the sources. Nonetheless, for the most part, the answer is well focused and offers,
depth, range, and integration.
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Question 2(a)
The vast majority of candidates were able to reach a strong level 2 or higher, through an
effective cross-reference of the evidence given concerning Charles I’s approach to religion.
Most responses were able to identify the differences between Sources 10 and 12 concerning
attitudes towards Catholicism. Many were also able to develop these issues by appreciating the
extent to which the desires of Charles as Prince in 1623 (Source 10) were of greater concern to
MPs in 1629 (Source 12) when translated into policy as king. Common ground was also explored,
particularly between Sources 10 and 11. The provenance of all three sources was largely dealt
with effectively, and the majority of candidates were able to reach level 3 or above by applying
this to Charles’ position. Candidates who were most effective in analysis and reaching judgement
were those who had a clear grasp of relationship between Protestantism, Catholicism and
Arminianism, thus applying contextual understanding.
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Examiner Comments
This script was awarded a low level 2. Whilst the response clearly demonstrates some
understanding of the contextual issues necessary to answer the question and at times
offers a sound account of the sources, the direct focus on the demands of the question
are limited. Sources are dealt with sequentially, with no real attempt to directly crossreference evidence. Thus, whilst there is some comparison of the views of individual
sources to the issue at hand, this is in an implicit manner. The candidate offers relevant
own knowledge to supplement their understanding of the sources, although again, this is
not applied to the demands of the question.
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Question 2(b) (i)
Overall candidates dealt well with a question centred entirely on Elizabeth’s reign. The question
clearly offered opportunity for use of the sources and for the addition of other material as
supportive references and in analysing the given views. Many candidates were able to achieve
level 3 or above by clearly focusing on the relevant factors, prompted by the given evidence
and developing these using the sources and contextual understanding. Stronger responses were
able to explore the connections between issues, such as tying foreign policy to concerns with
Parliament or with favourites, or poverty and economic difficulties. Within such responses,
many developed arguments assessing how the war simply exacerbated underlying problems and
weaknesses. However, whilst most candidates were able to offer some external knowledge on
issues as ranging as famine, taxation, population growth and the deaths of key advisers, a small
minority offered sound detail yet in a descriptive manner which added to supporting arguments
made without offering real analysis. Overall though, the majority of candidates were able to
access level 3 or above, with consistency of analysis within this being a key discriminating factor
in higher achievement.
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Question 2(b) (ii)
The question clearly allowed candidates to use their knowledge of the reign of James to consider
his performance across a range of areas. Within this, responses varied from those that showed
excellent awareness integrated with well selected own knowledge of the differing views of
James, through to those that provided a very general treatment of issues such as finance, religion
and foreign policy, which were limited in explicit focus and were not always accurate. That
said, the majority did manage to at least attempt analysis of the issues and given evidence.
A minority of responses strayed beyond the date range of 1621 as specified in the question. In
some cases, there was too much attention made of James’ personality and predilections, which,
whilst sometimes relevant, such as linking extravagance with financial failure, this lacked the
more measured, objective approach which was more suited to a proper analysis of the extent of
his success. Overall though, many were able to shape an essay around the claim in the question.
The strongest responses were able to give reasoned weight to their judgements and relate this
securely to the representations offered in the sources.
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Examiner Comments
This script was awarded a level 3 in both assessment objectives. A focus of the question is
largely maintained throughout the answer, and there is some attempt to consider a range
of views and different aspects of James I’s reign. The views within the sources are clearly
identified and there is some analysis of these beyond merely use to support points. There is
also integration of own knowledge, although more detail may be expected on this. There
is some reasoning from the evidence, although the response lacks real analytical depth.
Similarly, whilst there are attempts to offer judgement, the response does not give weight
to different arguments that could be arrived at through a full consideration of the various
points established. Nevertheless, the candidate has clearly engaged with the issues and the
given evidence.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade

Max. Mark

A

B

C

D

E

Raw boundary mark

60

42

38

34

30

26

Uniform boundary mark

100

80

70

60

50

40
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